Association of antiepileptic drugs with resolution of epileptiform activity after cardiac arrest.
We tested the impact of antiepileptic drug (AED) administration on post-cardiac arrest epileptiform electroencephalographic (EEG) activity. We studied an observational cohort of comatose subjects treated at a single academic medical center after cardiac arrest from September 2010 to January 2018. We aggregated the observed EEG patterns into 5 categories: suppressed; discontinuous background with superimposed epileptiform activity; discontinuous background without epileptiform features; continuous background with epileptiform activity; and continuous background without epileptiform activity. We calculated overall probabilities of transitions between EEG states in a multistate model, then used Aalen's additive regression to test if AEDs or hypothermia are associated with a change in these probabilities. Overall, 828 subjects had EEG-monitoring for 42,840 h with a median of 40 [IQR 23-64] h per subject. Among patients with epileptiform findings on initial monitoring, 50% transitioned at least once to a non-epileptiform, non-suppressed state. By contrast, 19% with non-epileptiform initial activity transitioned to an epileptiform state at least once. Overall, 568 (78%) patients received at least one AED. Among patients with continuous EEG background activity, valproate, levetiracetam and lower body temperature were each associated with an increased probability of transition from epileptiform states to non-epileptiform states, where patients with discontinuous EEG background activity no agent linked to an increased probability of transitioning from epileptiform states. After cardiac arrest, the impact of AEDs may depend on the presence of continuous cortical background activity. These data serve to inform experimental work to better define the opportunities to improve neurologic care post-cardiac arrest.